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Prodital Leather
Prodital Leather is an Italian company that has been manufacturing refined 
bovine leather since 1978 for worldwide projects in residential, nautical 
and contract environments. What makes our leather distinctive is the 
experience of Lanfranco Arena, master of leather and owner of Prodital 
Leather, which operates in the tanning district of Arzignano®, Capital 
of Leather, in the heart of the Land of Venice.
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A thousand solutions
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Prodital Leather offers an array of leather: plain, vintage, embossed, pearly geometric, exotic etc. Most of our leather is available off the shelf. 
Each item is entirely customizable, both in pattern and color, within a range of over a thousand solutions.

Available bespoke options include metal overlays, manual touches, added textures and any technical supplement ranging from fire protection 
to water-proofing and anti-scratch coating.
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Services

Our leather is designed as to achieve the technical performance it is meant 
for. Upon request, we may also augment specific technical features (with 
anti-scratch, fire protection and water-proof treatments) while providing 
the respective certifications. We develop leather samples and mock-ups.

For those meaning to cover a surface with a specific measure or shape of 
leather, we can provide panels cut out in advance, thus granting the right 
orientation, the budget optimization and a reduction in transportation fees.

Thanks to the ample selection of articles available in our stock and to the 
partnership with the best couriers, we can guarantee the prompt delivery 
of our leather either on racks or rolled in carton boxes.

Customization

Paneling

Stock
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To discover more on our services,
visit the website www.prodital.it



A judicious 
system
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The tanning industry represents a circular economy by definition: its raw 
material, leather, is a byproduct of the meat industry otherwise destined for 
burial or incineration*. As it recovers and reuses this unused component, our 
manufacture generates new value thanks to a product boasting high-quality, 
versatility, elegance and durability.

This industry has a tradition as ancient as human history, and yet it does not 
forsake innovation. In fact, in the last 15 years our sector trends have been 
indicating a constant decline in water consuption (-15%), energy use (-37%) 
and chemicals (-8%)**. Moreover, only 2.4% of our waste is deemed harmful, 
while 77% is recycled in other fields; for example, discarded fat is refined into 
biofuel, trimmings form the base for gloves and accessories, collagen 
is reprocessed into food additives, glue, fertilizers, cosmetics, farmaceuticals 
and much more. Even water used in the production cycle is put back into 
nature once it is cleansed.

*Ethical claim according to Technical Specification UNI/ISO TS 17033 
“Ethical claims and supporting information – Principles and requirements”. 
ICEC, the institute for the certification of quality in the tanning industry, 
ascertains that animals whose hide is used in the production of leather 
have been put down solely for food consumption.

**Source: UNIC, Sustinability Report, 2021, available at 
https://unic.it/storage/2021-Sustainability_Report_UNIC.pdf



Lanfranco Arena, owner of Prodital Leather, and Maurizio Molini, creative director 14

A certified 
supply chain
Prodital Leather guarantees transparency in its supply chain thanks to 
a certified work process. Specifically, the ISO 9001 certification attests 
to an efficient and high-performance managing process that maximizes 
clients’ satisfaction; the ISO 14001 certification records an efficient use 
of risources and legal compliance in regards to environmental performance; 
finally, the IMO-MED B+D certification ensures that our fireproof articles are 
safe and suitable for watercrafts.

Each phase of tanning, dyeing and finishing is completed in Italy, therefore 
our leather is officially labeled “Made in Italy” according to the European 
standard UNI EN 16484 and the art.1 clause 8 of the Italian Act n°55 of 
06/05/2010.

Watch the video
https://youtu.be/SM-mKqC7Qk0



Thanks to the combination of Italian artisan tradition 
and state-of-the-art technology, Prodital’s leather is

selected for contract projects by world-renowned 
architects and interior designers.

Waldorf Astoria Ras Al Khaimah Hotel, UAE

Yacht

Yacht

Projects

Le Royal Monceau Hotel, Paris
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Loutraki Palace, Greece

Senato, Italia

Emirates First and Business Class Lounges, Dubai Airport

Brasserie Chavot, London
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Thanks to the combination of Italian artisan tradition 
and state-of-the-art technology, Prodital’s leather is

selected for contract projects by world-renowned 
architects and interior designers.

Projects



Creative direction:
Maurizio Molini

Nabucco 
Palette

F O C U S
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Inspired by the Venetian Renaissance 
and Baroque movement, Nabucco 

Palette consists of a series of 
twenty-five colors, coordinated in a way 

devised to guide any interior design 
project with an unmistakable

  Italian style. This selection offers 
a harmonized palette of twenty-five 

chromatic solutions that can be matched 
in every combination for 

an ever-contemporary result.
Featuring high naturalness, minimum 
treatment and stonalization, Nabucco 

leather is made exclusively with the 
finest bovine leather of European origin.



Nabucco 
Walls
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Nabucco Walls is a series of 
modular leather walls designed 

as architectural decorations fit for 
upholstering contract and home 

environments. Equipped with 
a sober frame, Leather Walls can be 
fitted with a subject picked from our 

curated selection; however we may 
also adapt any shape and color into 

a custom work using Nabucco leather.

F O C U S

Creative direction:
Maurizio Molini



Nabucco Editions are a cycle of 
portraits embroidered on a Nabucco 

leather background. All pieces 
are numbered and signed by our 

creative director, Maurizio Molini.

Nabucco 
Editions
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F O C U S

Creative direction:
Maurizio Molini



Thanks to Sitia for the furnishings

Sistema di 
gestione qualità 

ISO 9001

Sistema gestione 
ambientale
ISO 14001

Produzione 
italiana
al 100%

Certificazione 
IMO-MED 
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Prodital Italia S.r.l
via Leonardo da Vinci 34

Arzignano 36071 (VI), Italy
Tel.+ 39 0444482354

info@prodital.it
www.prodital.it

Prodital Leather is an Italian company that has been manufacturing refined 
bovine leather since 1978 for worldwide projects in residential, nautical and 
contract environments. What makes our leather distinctive is the experience 
of Lanfranco Arena, master of leather and owner of Prodital Leather, which
operates in the tanning district of Arzignano, Capital of Leather®, in the 

heart of the Land of Venice.


